
tiny trinkets for imaginative play! • Ages 8-108+

A fun and unique assortment of 15 miniature trinkets
from around the world contained in a carrying pouch,
perfect for playing games, and collecting and trading
with others. Think-ets will be the Jacks of the 21st
century—and the first of many Think-ets products.

Use Think-ets to play an endless variety of games with
friends and family (e.g. What’s Missing, What’s Your
Story, What’s Moved, Who’s Last, etc.). Instructions
are included for ten of our favorites—how many more
can you make up?

Think-ets are perfect to play at home, in your fort, on
the playground, before or after your food arrives at a
restaurant, while traveling or camping—and of course,
while taking a break from hiking, biking, paragliding
...the list is endless!

Playing with Think-ets exercises your brain while you
have fun. The games can improve your memory,
thinking skills, and creative imagination.

• Children of all ages will want to play with Think-ets
and collect them

• Parents and grandparents can use them for family
fun and boredom relief

• Camp counselors can add them to their activities
• Senior citizens’ memory units can use them to aid
in memory

• Teachers can use them in the classroom
•Great for birthday gifts, holiday gifts, stocking
stuffers, party favors, and more
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Instructions for ten different games, each good for
different aged kids, are included with the trinkets.
Our most popular game is called “What’s Your Story.”
Here’s how to play it…

What’s Your Story?

• Lay out 5-18 trinkets.
• Choose one trinket and start a story using the trinket
as the subject material.

• Ask the other player(s) to do the same until the entire
story is woven. Silliness is encouraged.

Variation #1: Using the trinkets for subject matter, tell the
story “popcorn” style (where story-tellers blurt out pieces
of the story as they imagine it).

Variation #2: Instead of laying out the trinkets, leave them
in the bag. Take turns pulling out one trinket at a time, and
tell the story in that order.

“Think-ets are fun and a great way to start conversations
with your children. You can play the wonderful games
suggested or design your own. The possibilities are endless.
Once you get started you won't want to stop playing and
neither will your kids. This simple special product by virtue
of its intrinsic play value will take you back to a time when
people really played with and talked to their kids.”

—Lynn Rosenblum, President, Toy Power Consulting

“I love Think-ets! I think Think-ets are great toys to play
with if you are on-the-go. I played Think-ets with two of
my friends and we had so much fun making up stories that
we didn’t want to stop!”

—Aleanna Collins, 11 year old
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Contact us to distribute
Think-ets in your store!
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